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Introduction
Chairman McGovern, Ranking Member Cole, and Members of the House Rules Committee,
thank you for the opportunity to participate in this hearing on Reforming the War Powers
Resolution for the 21st Century. I appreciate this Committee’s continued bipartisan focus on
Congress’ authority and responsibility vis-à-vis the Executive branch. This Committee’s hearing
last March entitled “Article I: Constitutional Perspectives on the Responsibility and Authority of
the Legislative Branch” addressed concern over the erosion of Congress’ constitutional
prerogatives over several decades. As Ranking Member Cole stated, “[t]hough the shift has been
gradual, Congress has not only ceded its authority at times, but Presidents of both parties have
also claimed powers that belonged to the legislative branch.” I could not agree more – resetting
the balance of powers between the President and Congress is an imperative that transcends
political party and becomes more urgent with each presidential administration’s accretion of
greater authority.
This dynamic is nowhere more important than in relation to the war powers. As Chairman
McGovern rightly reminds us, this mighty power was “put in Congress’ hands because
[Congress is] closest to the people.”2 It is important to acknowledge the argument that the
complexity of the modern era makes Congress too slow compared to the agility of the Executive
branch to make decisions about the use of armed force abroad. There is some truth to this
comparison. But the critique fundamentally misses the point – the framers vested Congress with
the authority to decide whether to take the nation to war because of, not in spite of, its
deliberative pace. 3 Indeed, the Constitution vests Congress with the power to declare war, raise
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and support armies, and provide and maintain a navy, alongside a host of related powers
designed to ensure Congress would have authority to regulate situations that could lead to armed
conflict,4 in order to protect the nation from getting into wars too easily or for unpopular
purposes. Moreover, the framers anticipated that the President may have to act quickly, without
prior congressional authorization, to repel sudden attacks against the United States.5 But this
power was purely defensive in nature and was limited to situations of imminent peril.
Today, however, in the view of the Executive branch, whether or not the President has authority
under Article II to use military force without congressional authorization is not even framed as a
question of whether the nation or its citizens are in imminent peril. The Department of Justice’s
Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) assesses the question using an increasingly elastic two-part test:
whether the President has articulated a “national interest” in using force – an expansive concept
in recent practice that aims merely to “situate [the President’s stated] interests within a
framework of prior [Executive branch] precedents;” 6 and whether the “anticipated nature, scope,
and duration” of the military action would amount to “war in the constitutional sense,” which has
been defined narrowly to mean “prolonged and substantial military engagements, typically
involving exposure of U.S. military personnel to significant risk over a substantial period.” 7 It is
only the latter type of engagement that is understood to implicate the power reserved to Congress
by the Declare War clause, with Congress’ other war-related powers not factoring into the
Executive’s analysis.
Even extensive engagements in volatile situations that involve using force against sovereign
nations have not been enough in the view of the Executive branch to seek congressional
authorization: the extensive bombing campaign in Libya in 2011 under President Obama, strikes
against Syria in 2017 and 2018 and the 2020 killing of Iranian General Qassem Soleimani in Iraq
under President Trump, operations to enforce an embargo on Haiti followed by the deployment
of over 20,000 U.S. troops to the country and the subsequent interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo
under President Clinton – whether or not you agree with the wisdom of any of these uses of
military force, it should be plain that none were aimed at defending the United States or its
nationals, and none were authorized by Congress. Many of these engagements (among others)
have crossed the line into armed conflict with another state, or gotten dangerously close to doing
so, but in the Executive’s view still did not constitute “war” in the “constitutional sense.”
Contemporary conflicts against non-state actors also create special problems. The Executive
branch’s increasing reliance on the deeply contested “unable or unwilling” theory, under which it
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uses force within non-consenting states, has brought the United States directly into firefights
with Russian forces in Syria, for example, again without Congress having a say. 8
How did we get so far from the intended balance of powers in the Constitution, and indeed, the
words in the document itself? The short answer comes in two parts: (1) Executive branch
precedent has become the dominant – sometimes the only – source consulted in determining
whether presidential action is lawful, and (2) the Executive branch has been left by its co-equal
branches to police the limits of its authority itself. As a result, over time, administrations of both
political parties generally have interpreted the sources of presidential authority more and more
expansively, and the limits on that authority more and more narrowly. These interpretations in
turn create precedent used to justify further incremental expansions of presidential authority.9
Only in rare circumstances does the Executive branch disclaim authority it has assigned to itself
through this cycle of interpreting its own prior practice.
I served as Deputy Legal Adviser to the National Security Council and Associate Counsel to the
President, and prior to that as a civil servant at the State Department in the Office of the Legal
Adviser in both the Office of Political-Military Affairs and as Special Assistant to the Legal
Adviser. In those roles, I was deeply involved in the legal-policy process that conscientiously
and seriously deliberated on these issues. Nevertheless, the Obama Administration’s legacy, like
those before it, was an expansion, operation by operation, of the claimed scope of the President’s
authority to use force.
These expansions came not only in the form of constitutional interpretation, but also
interpretations of the 2001 Authorization for Use of Military Force (2001 AUMF).10 Through
Executive branch interpretation alone, that authorization was first expanded to cover new armed
groups known as “associated forces” of al-Qa’ida and the Taliban (the two groups described but
not named in the 2001 AUMF). The claim was that there is implied authority under the 2001
AUMF to wage war against “co-belligerents” of al-Qa’ida and the Taliban, although there was
essentially no legal content to the term “co-belligerency” in international or domestic law that
would inform understandings of how a group attains that status or what the limitations of the
concept might be.11
Interpretations of the 2001 AUMF subsequently expanded to cover so-called “successor forces”
in order to bring ISIS within the authorization’s scope, even though ISIS was in open hostilities
with the statute’s true target, al-Qa’ida, when the Executive branch adopted this theory in 2014,
and despite the war being conducted in Iraq and Syria, not Afghanistan. These interpretations
allowed the President to extend the armed conflict to groups that did not exist at the time of the
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September 11, 2001 attacks (including ISIS), and to countries that were not involved in
harboring or otherwise aiding the perpetrators, without seeking authorization from Congress.12
At every turn, these increasingly expansive interpretations of the power conferred on the
President by the 2001 AUMF were justified on the basis that Congress must have intended to
authorize military operations against these new armed groups in new countries. Whether or not
that was a fair assessment of congressional intentions, Congress did not object, and in some
cases, such as with the codification of detention authority in the NDAA,13 blessed parts of the
Executive’s expansive claims.
Two additional internal Executive branch dynamics contribute to the incremental expansions of
claimed presidential power. First, these broader and more aggressive interpretations can occur
even when Executive branch lawyers internally disagree on a particular interpretation of Article
II or of an AUMF. Second, some Executive branch legal offices take the view that the question
before them in any given case is whether a low bar of legality is met – namely, whether it is
“legally available” for the President to engage in the proposed military operation – rather than
offering what the “best view of the law” 14 would counsel. In the hardest cases, this can boil down
to a question of whether there is a non-frivolous case to be made for the presidential exercise of
authority. This should not be the standard applied in matters of such great importance to our
servicemembers and their families, to our foreign policy, and to the health of our democracy.
What is Congress to do in the face of this increasing Executive branch usurpation of Article I
war powers? The War Powers Resolution (WPR)15 was intended to remedy the imbalance
between the political branches in matters of war and peace that was already stark at the time of
its enactment in 1973. On its face, it gives Congress the power to stop unauthorized war, but for
a variety of reasons, in practice it has not constrained Presidents nearly to the extent intended.
While its reporting provisions have had an important transparency-forcing function, it lacks
definitions of key terms, its primary enforcement mechanism has been gutted by post-enactment
Supreme Court case law, and it was written against the backdrop of Cold War conflicts that look
very different from many of the military engagements we see today.
But as then-Senator Joe Biden wrote in 1988, while “the [War Powers] Resolution contains
readily identifiable flaws,” “they are correctable.” 16 I firmly believe this remains true, and that
correcting the WPR’s flaws is within Congress’ grasp today.
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War Powers Resolution Reporting Practice
I recently created the War Powers Resolution Reporting Project 17 at NYU Law School’s Reiss
Center on Law and Security (RCLS), which analyzes the war powers reporting practices of every
President since the WPR was enacted, in the hopes that providing a comprehensive
understanding of practice to date can help lay the groundwork for reform. The interactive
graphics and searchable database highlight a number of phenomena I observed directly when
serving in the Executive branch. For example, most Presidents aim to comply with the WPR’s
reporting provisions most of the time, including the timely submission of reports required within
48-hours of introducing forces into hostilities (or “situations where imminent involvement in
hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances”), deploying combat-equipped forces abroad,
or substantially enlarging such deployments.
These 48-hour reports are intended to provide Congress with an opportunity to weigh in on
situations that could lead the nation into armed conflict. The quality and timeliness of these
reports matter: they form the foundation for the rest of the WPR framework. Reports of
introductions into hostilities (or imminent involvement in hostilities) trigger the WPR’s 60-day
termination clock (extendable to 90 in certain circumstances), at which point the President must
“terminate” the use of armed forces unless Congress has authorized their continued use.
But the data also illustrate significant flaws in the WPR’s reporting requirements and provide a
concrete understanding of how often Presidents engage in uses of force without congressional
authorization in circumstances that extend well beyond the core Article II power to defend the
United States or its nationals from sudden attack. Out of the 34 reports of “hostilities” (or
“imminent involvement in hostilities”), 17 are for humanitarian, stabilization, or advise and
assist missions – the types of military engagements that have traditionally been understood to
require congressional authorization, like the interventions in Kosovo, Haiti, Libya, and Syria
described above.
To be sure, the President will always retain the authority to defend the United States against
imminent attack and to rescue citizens in peril. Congress cannot, and should not have to,
authorize in advance every emergency embassy evacuation, for example. But it matters that the
authority of the branch the Constitution vested with the power to decide whether to go to or stay
at war has diminished so greatly. Our servicemembers and their families deserve no less than an
active and engaged Congress that authorizes their missions with purpose when doing so is wise
and lawful, and that makes difficult decisions about when they should not be deployed into
harm’s way, even in some cases when the President believes force ought to be used. Our
democracy requires public debate on these difficult choices, and that debate requires leadership
by the representatives of the people. Without Congress stepping up to seize its Article I war
powers, presidential deference to Congress’ constitutional role will be the exceedingly rare
exception18 rather than the norm.
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Proposed Reforms
In this Committee’s hearing last March, Chairman McGovern asked: “the question is whether we
are going to implement reforms and take our power back.” I believe it is not too late to restore a
meaningful measure of these mightiest of powers to the closest representatives of the people. 19 A
common sense, mutually reinforcing set of reforms is possible. My proposals here focus on key
issues where reform is necessary and highlight the ways in which these measures would work
together to shore up Congress’ authority while leaving sufficient space for the President to act in
self-defense of the United States and its nationals when necessary. I hope these proposals serve
as a useful starting point for discussion.
1. Define the President’s Authority
The WPR’s “Purpose and Policy” section provides Congress’ view that the President’s
constitutional powers to introduce U.S. forces into hostilities (or situations where imminent
involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances) may be “exercised only
pursuant to (1) a declaration of war, (2) specific statutory authorization, or (3) a national
emergency created by attack upon the United States, its territories or possessions, or its armed
forces.”20 This is consistent with the framers’ intended allocation of powers in the Constitution,
although it is radically different than the broad view of presidential power expressed by the
Executive branch in recent decades.
The WPR should be updated to delineate the circumstances when the President may use force
without prior congressional authorization. One possible formulation is as follows:
The President retains authority under Article II of the Constitution (1) to repel an
imminent or sudden attack on the United States, its territories, or its nationals; and
(2) to protect, evacuate, or rescue U.S. nationals in situations involving a direct
and immediate threat to their lives.
This recognizes that the President must be able to act quickly in situations where immediate
defense of the United States or its nationals are necessary. But it also leaves to Congress the
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power assigned to it by the Constitution to decide whether to initiate force for other purposes –
such as humanitarian or stabilization operations or advise and assist operations that might lead us
into armed conflict. When considered in the context of the WPR’s termination clock for
unauthorized activity, it also ensures that the authority to repel attacks and protect nationals does
not bleed into an authority to prosecute a war without congressional authorization once the
immediate threat is met.
2. Define “Hostilities”
The term “hostilities” is arguably the most important in the WPR, but it is not defined in the
statute. It is used in three key parts of the statutory framework: (1) introductions into
“hostilities” trigger the 48-hour reporting requirement; (2) those “hostilities” reports trigger the
60-day termination clock;21 and (3) the expiration of that clock, should “hostilities” be ongoing
after 60 days, in turn triggers the termination requirement absent congressional authorization.
Executive branch interpretations of the term “hostilities” are the other side of the coin of
interpretations of existing force authorizations: while a broad interpretation of the 2001 AUMF
has expanded presidential power to use force, a narrow interpretation of “hostilities” reduces the
WPR’s constraints on the President’s use of force without congressional authorization. Indeed,
the Executive has used narrower and narrower interpretations of the term since 1975, when the
Ford administration adopted a definition that would result in far less constraint on the President
than the WPR’s drafters intended. The legislative history of the WPR describes “hostilities” as
encompassing a “state of confrontation in which no shots have been fired” but there is “a clear
and present danger of armed conflict.”22 The goal was to ensure the President would seek
authorization from Congress in volatile situations short of a shooting war.
The Executive, however, has long said “hostilities” for war powers purposes includes only
situations where U.S. forces “are actively engaged in exchanges of fire with opposing units of
hostile forces.” Presidents of both parties have argued that situations shy of “full military
engagements,” in which “exposure” of U.S. forces is limited, or in which military engagements
are “intermittent,” do not trigger the WPR’s 60-day termination rule. In short, Presidents have
given themselves the flexibility to claim the termination provisions of the WPR simply do not
apply to most military engagements because they do not qualify as “hostilities.”
Members of Congress have long criticized the Executive’s interpretation of “hostilities,” but
recent legislation passed pursuant to the WPR’s priority procedures aimed at ending U.S. support
for the Saudi-led military intervention against Houthi rebels in Yemen shows for the first time
that bipartisan majorities in both houses have a much more expansive view of hostilities than the
Executive branch. It also shows members are willing to go on record rejecting the Executive’s
constrained view.
Congress should amend the WPR to include a definition of “hostilities” focused on the use of
lethal force. To account for modern conflicts, the definition should clearly state that the term
“hostilities” encompasses uses of force in any domain (land, sea, air, cyber, or otherwise),
21
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including those deployed via remote weapons systems (such as unmanned aerial vehicles or
cyber weapons). And to preclude Executive claims that the termination clock starts and stops
with each discrete use of force in an escalating series of hostilities such that the clock never runs
for more than a day or two at a time, the definition should specify that low-intensity or
“intermittent” engagements are also covered.
3. Shorten the Termination Clock
In practice, given how broadly the Executive branch construes the President’s unilateral
authority to use force and how little push back its co-equal branches have offered, the WPR’s 60day clock that requires termination of ongoing hostilities that have not been authorized is the
only meaningful external constraint on the President’s Art. II power. But two failings of the
current WPR framework have made it less effective than it might otherwise be. First, as
described above, by narrowing the definition of “hostilities,” the Executive has claimed that most
military engagements do not implicate the termination clock at all (and as described above, the
solution is a clear statutory definition of the term “hostilities”).
Second, the 60-day period, sometimes extendable to 90, has come to be treated as “more or less
free time during which the president is permitted to launch operations on the authority of his Art.
II powers alone.”23 This can lead to an assumption that so long as operations can be wound up in
two or three months, they can be launched without congressional involvement. In practice, this
creates situations where the need to “finish” a military engagement that has commenced leads to
further weakening of the WPR framework. Take these two examples:
In both the Kosovo and Libya interventions (1999 and 2011 respectively), which
were planned as essentially humanitarian in nature, this calculation proved wrong.
Neither campaign concluded within [60 days]. But the proverbial bell is very hard
to unring once forces are introduced. Having launched the U.S. military, the
Executive Branch was not about to pull it back before it had achieved its
objectives… and Congress was not about to force it to do so. Instead, the
Executive Branch found ways to interpret the WPR [narrowly] so that the 60/90day clock did not apply to those operations….24
A straightforward solution is to shorten the termination clock. It should be long enough that the
President can still complete an operation that does fall within his or her unilateral authority to use
force – repelling a sudden attack, evacuating an embassy, rescuing hostages. In practice, a
majority of the operations that fall into this category take only a few days, but for the sake of
caution (after all, it is the defense of the nation at issue), the period should be at least two weeks.
But to avoid the temptation to start engagements that are not defensive in nature, or to turn
defensive strikes into escalatory conflicts, the termination provision should be much shorter than
the current 60 days. This would also incentivize the Executive to engage in far more meaningful
consultation with Congress before commencing military operations in order to secure support
and to keep Congress fully informed once any hostilities begin.
23
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4. Enforcement: Automatic Funds Cut-Off
Priority procedures that ensure votes are taken on terminating or authorizing presidential uses of
force are imperative. They must remain and, if possible, be strengthened in any WPR
modernization legislation. Retaining an automatic termination provision requiring the President
to cease the unauthorized use of military force unless Congress votes to authorize it within a
certain period of time is also crucial. But these tools are not enough.
Following the Supreme Court’s invalidation of the legislative veto in its 1983 decision INS v.
Chadha,25 the WPR’s key enforcement mechanism – passage of a concurrent resolution through
both houses to stop unauthorized military action by the President 26 – was essentially nullified.
We are left with the intended balance of powers turned on its head: instead of a majority of
Congress having the power to authorize the President to initiate the use of force, a supermajority
is required to stop the President from doing so.
A WPR modernization bill should include an automatic funds cut-off linking presidential noncompliance with the WPR’s termination provision to Congress’ core Article I power of the
purse. An automatic de-funding mechanism does not require a vote, let alone a supermajority in
both houses, to take effect. It has the added benefit of being backed by the Anti-Deficiency
Act,27 which makes it illegal to “make or authorize an expenditure or obligation exceeding an
amount” appropriated or funded for a specified purpose. This is a powerful disincentive for
Executive branch officials.
Adding teeth back into enforcement is mutually reinforcing with shortening the 60-day clock. If
the Executive knows it must either obtain authorization or cease expenditures within, say, a few
weeks, it arguably will be more likely to use only that force that is absolutely necessary in selfdefense, rather than beginning a build-up for more extensive operations.
Congress should ensure that a funds cut-off is comprehensive and clear, as any ambiguity will
undermine the purpose of the provision. One possible formulation28 is as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no funds appropriated or otherwise
made available under any law may be obligated or expended for any activity by
United States Forces that is subject to the section 4(a) 48-hour reporting
requirement herein [the hostilities prong], and for which prior congressional
authorization has not been obtained, beyond 20 days from the date the 48-hr
report was provided or should have been provided, whichever is earlier. 29
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The efficacy of this approach depends on including a clear definition of “hostilities” in
modernized legislation, lest the Executive simply claim that the activity at issue does not
constitute “hostilities” and the automatic funds cut-off is thereby not implicated.
5. Meaningful Reporting and Transparency
Section 4(a) of the WPR requires that the President submit to Congress the following
information in 48-hour reports: “(A) the circumstances necessitating the introduction of United
States Armed Forces; (B) the constitutional and legislative authority under which such
introduction took place; and (C) the estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or
involvement.”30
The Executive branch is often reluctant to offer any more information than is absolutely required
in reports to Congress; “over-reporting” is seen as potentially setting a precedent that may not be
sustainable in the future. (The counterargument, of course, is that the President’s actions may be
more likely to be seen as justified if more information is provided.) In the war powers context,
there may be additional reasons to offer less detailed information, ranging from a legitimate need
to maintain the classification of operational information to a desire to avoid scrutiny. The net
result is that absent specific and detailed reporting requirements, the Executive is likely to
provide broad and minimal information.
The good news about the WPR’s existing reporting provisions is that, for the most part,
Presidents intend to comply with them and generally succeed in notifying Congress of covered
activities within 48 hours. In other respects, however, reporting practice across administrations
of both parties shows that these requirements are woefully inadequate to provide Congress the
information it needs to do its job.
The first deficiency is that the WPR does not require the President to state which of the statute’s
three reporting requirements has been triggered – an introduction into hostilities (or a situation
where imminent involvement in hostilities is likely), a combat-equipped introduction, or a
substantial enlargement thereof. Every President except Ford, in his report of the retaking of the
SS Mayaguez in 1975, has declined to cite section 4(a)(1) directly. In most instances, this leaves
Congress to guess whether the President believes the termination clock has been triggered. There
is a simple solution: the President should be required to state in unambiguous terms whether
hostilities or the imminent involvement in hostilities are implicated.
Second, the information that is statutorily mandated to be included in 48-hour reports is often
provided in broad language, with two out of three of the required sections appearing to be
“boiler-plate” cut and pastes from previous notifications. The constitutional or legislative
authority section is generally a rote recitation at a broad level of generality that the operation was
directed pursuant to the President’s authority under Article II of the Constitution, with no attempt
to explain why the operation or deployment at hand fits within the President’s unilateral
authority and does not encroach on Congress’. In addition, the estimated scope and duration is
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generally so vague as to be meaningless, except when the President can report a completed
operation (in which case the future scope and duration are moot issues).
Presidential reporting practices have varied more widely in describing the “circumstances
necessitating introduction.” But for the most part, in recent decades even this information has
been relatively vague. The most recent 48-hour report, the first of the Biden administration, did
not even mention the target of the use of force by name (instead referring to “Iran-supported nonstate militia groups”) even though a Pentagon press release the day of the strikes did name two
specific groups (Kait’ib Hezbollah and Kait’ib Sayyid al-Shuhada).31 It also provided only a
general flavor of the threat environment that would have “necessitated” the introduction into
hostilities, making it difficult to assess whether the President was indeed acting in the face of an
imminent attack. And, consistent with presidential practice since Ford, the word “hostilities” is
not used in the report. The report did, however, return to the best practice of providing an
international legal basis for the activity, although stated at a relatively high level of generality as
per usual Executive branch practice.
Fortunately, there are straightforward ways to enhance the quality of information the President
must provide in 48-hour reports. The WPR should be updated to require that reports state clearly
whether the hostilities prong is triggered, as stated above, and if so, the following information
also should be required to ensure 48-hour reports are not a box-ticking exercise:
• the specific factual circumstances that necessitated the introduction, including any
reasonably available information about the threats posed to the United States or its
nationals that was relied upon in determining the introduction was necessary;
• the domestic and international legal basis 32 for the introduction;
• the specific country (or countries) and/or organized armed group(s) against which the use
of force is occurring or is expected to occur based on the circumstances;
• the estimated risk to U.S. forces, other U.S. persons or property involved in the
operations, and to civilians; and
• an assessment of the potential for escalation.
If Congress is to vote on authorizing the hostilities at issue, or allow them to terminate, it needs a
meaningful opportunity to understand the reason for the introduction and its implications. This
enhanced reporting should not be seen as too onerous, as the Executive generally prepares all of
this information during the policy and legal processes that precede the use of military force.
Fourth, an updated WPR must not leave a months-long vacuum between an initial 48-hour report
and the periodic reports required only every six months, particularly in cases of “hostilities.” As
I’ve proposed previously, Congress should require reporting at least every 7 days, or until such
time as the President certifies that hostilities or the serious risk thereof are no longer ongoing.
Such reports should describe at least the following: (1) any material change in information from
Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Def., U.S. Conducts Defensive Precision Strike (Feb. 25, 2021),
https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/2516518/us-conducts-defensive-precision-strike/.
32
The WPR Reporting Project found that “over half of the 48-hour reports provide enough information to identify
an international legal basis for the reported activity, even though doing so is not required by the text of the War
Powers Resolution.” Most reports marking the introduction of U.S. armed forces into hostilities provide the
international legal basis for the activity. See https://warpowers.lawandsecurity.org.
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the original 48-hour report; (2) the estimated cost of any operations to date; (3) any other
information as may be required to fully inform Congress of the circumstances of the operations.
6. Do Not Leave Stretched and Stale Force Authorizations on the Books
The Executive’s broad interpretations of the statutory authority provided by Congress in existing
force authorizations can only be meaningfully addressed by repealing the decades old AUMFs
still languishing on the books.33 Representatives Meijer, Gallagher, Golden, and Spanberger
have introduced the “Outdated AUMF Repeal Act,” repealing the 1957, 1991, and 2002
AUMFs.34 This is a commonsense step that is long overdue. So long as these authorizations
remain on the books, in the words of Rep. Spanberger, they are “vulnerable to being exploited by
future administrations to justify sending American servicemen and women into hostilities.” 35
Removing these authorizations will also put Congress on the right path towards reclaiming its
constitutional war powers and having “the courage to vote on decisions of war and peace.” 36
None of these AUMFs are operationally necessary – their repeal should be uncontroversial.
But it is the 2001 AUMF that has been stretched beyond recognition by successive presidential
administrations of both parties, and that law must also be repealed if Congress is to make
meaningful progress in reclaiming its authority. To the extent circumstances may require a new
AUMF to replace the 2001 AUMF, it must include explicit boundaries to avoid repeating the
situation we find ourselves in today. Based on our experience with the 2001 and 2002 AUMFs, I
have put forward seven simple principles that should guide any future effort to enact a new
AUMF with co-authors Steve Vladeck, Ryan Goodman, and Stephen Pomper. In short, any
force authorization should clearly specify who the President is authorized to use force against;
explicitly preclude force against other groups or states; sunset after no more than three years to
ensure each Congress decides whether armed conflict must continue; require that the exercise of
the authority granted be in compliance with U.S. international legal obligations; and require
meaningful transparency to keep Congress and the American people informed. 37 These
principles are largely consistent with the five principles for AUMF reform put forward by
Chairman McGovern and Representatives Lee, Meeks, Schiff, and Brown.38
Conclusion
Congress’s constitutional role in determining if and when the United States uses military force is
a fundamental feature of our democracy. Although the realities of modern warfare and the
geopolitical interests of the United States have changed over time, the importance of Congress
33
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Outdated AUMF Repeal Act of 2021, 117th Cong. § 1 (2021),
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Rep. Abigail Spanberger (@RepSpanberger), Twitter (Mar. 18, 2021, 6:29 PM),
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serving as a voice for the American people on decisions of whether to send our servicemembers
into harm’s way remains crucial. As we have seen over many decades, through administrations
of both political parties, the Executive will not relinquish its claimed authority itself: Congress
must step in to reform the WPR and repeal outdated AUMFs to restore the weight of the war
powers to the legislature where they belong. Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to
weigh in on these important issues.
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